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INTERNS AND VOLUNTEERS WORKING IN THE MARINE PARK
Jean Pearson, Maine, USA
Marine Park Rangers’ assistant
October 01, 2010 - 01 April 2011 Education: Marine Biology
Jean arrived on short notice after the person who was chosen for
the position declined to take the offer. Jean proved to be a hard
worker and generally easy to get along with. Additionally her
knowledge of marine life made it easy to utilize her on the
research dives.
Projects worked on: Artificial reef experiment (see research section)
In water sea turtle survey
Lion fish eradication
Miss Kathy Fish Survey
This is in addition to regular Marine Park work such as mooring placement and
maintenance, fisheries monitoring patrols, yacht fee collection, data entry and
assisting with the schools program.
Coral Hines, Rhode Island, USA Marine Park Rangers’ assistant
01 May – December 05, 2011 Education: Marine Biology
Coral has been a great addition to the team. Knowing that we will be
short staffed in November she generously extended her time with the
Marine Park.
She has been a great asset on research dives and is very easy to get
along with. Great interaction with staff and other volunteers.
Projects worked on: Environmental Impact assessment dives for Royal
Haskoning
Lion fish eradication
In water sea turtle survey
Survey of “Dive” Wrecks in General Use Area
Beach mapping of Zeelandia Beach
Temperature data Loggers Zeelandia Beach
This is in addition to regular Marine Park work such as mooring placement and
maintenance, fisheries monitoring patrols, yacht fee collection, data entry, dinghy
and Blue Runner Maintenance and assisting with the schools program.
Anna Najbar, Poland
Sea turtle conservation program assistant
20 March – November 2011
Education: Oceanography
Anna was as expected very passionate about sea turtles and very
willing to do the work. Due to the low numbers of nesting females, the
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bulk of her time and work, apart from morning patrols, was spent working in the
Garden as night patrols were cancelled.
Projects worked on: Sea Turtle Conservation program
Lion fish eradication
In water sea turtle survey
Survey of “Dive” Wrecks in General Use Area
Beach mapping of Zeelandia Beach and report
Temperature data Loggers Zeelandia Beach
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MARINE PARK STAFF WORK IN 2011
Jessica Berkel (JB)
Responsible for and involved in the planning and/or execution of the following:
• Regular and out of office hours patrols (land and sea)
• Mooring installation and maintenance
• Grant proposals (Sea turtle program, Biorock©, marine mammal)
• Lionfish control
• Intern training and supervision
• Stakeholder interaction
• Fishermen assistance
• Marine mammal program (sightings and stranding)
• Marine Mammal Survey with French/Dutch St. Maarten
• In-water turtle survey
• Marine Life survey Chien Tong and Stenapa reef
• Sand Temperature Data logger project
• Sea Turtle conservation program
• Beachmapping
• Beach clean ups
• Reef check
• Environmental impact assessment of the proposed new jetty site
• BroadReach Marine biology section (turtle program and Marine Park)
• Zeelandia beach barrier project
• Monthly in-school program
• Summer Club program
Anna Maitz (AM)
Involved in the following:
• Regular and out of office hours patrols (land and sea)
• Mooring installation and maintenance
• Beach mapping
• Beach clean ups
• Marine Mammal stranding report
• Marine Mammal Survey with French/Dutch St. Maarten
• Revamping data base for lion fish control program
• In-water turtle field work and report
• Coral tray project
• Sea Turtle Conservation program
• Bio rock field research and report
• Miss Cathy survey dive and report
• Revamping dive database
• Intern training and supervision
• Marine life survey of dive wrecks and part of the report
• Marine life survey of Aquarium and the report
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Reef Check
Temperature Data Loggers
School field trips
Summer club program

Nadio Spanner (NS)
Involved in the following:
• Regular and out of office hours patrols (land and sea)
• Mooring installation and maintenance
• Intern training and supervision
• In-water turtle survey field work
• Lionfish control project
• Marine life survey of Aquarium
• Reef Check
• Truck maintenance
• Marine Park equipment repair and maintenance
• Garden equipment maintenance (weed whackers, water pump, fridge, etc)
• Construction of new volunteer pavilion
• Assisting fishermen and other stakeholders
• Weekly Office yard
• Guided hikes
• Bee removal
• Trail maintenance
• After school program (scheduled in the Marine Park)
• Summer club program (scheduled in the Marine Park)

Vacation Days
JB:
AM:
NS:

May 03 (exams Marine Biology course)
Nov 07 – Dec 02 (18 days holiday), Dec 05 – Dec 30 (18 days time back)
Jan 04, June 06 – July 05, Oct 19 – 25 (time back)
June 20 – July 11

Sick days & Medical
JB:
NS:
AM:

Jan 14, Feb 23 + 24 (SXM Eye specialist), Sept 14, Sept 30 (SXM doctor)
Jan 20, 21, July 19 – 22,
March 28, 29, April 20 (SXM doctor), May 06 (SXM doctor), June 01,
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RESEARCH
Project: Coral Preservation

Figure 1 Coral tray project installed at 12 guns

Issue: Devise a way to mitigate the potential damage to the existing coral in the
area behind the harbor as a result of the proposed land reclamation activities.
Also the project should be low cost using material that is easily available here on
island.
Activities: This experiment involved the placement of units made up of steel
mesh anchored with eight cinder blocks in sandy areas in the Southern Reserve.
Coral fragments could then be attached and their growth and health monitored to
verify that they could eventually become permanent patch reefs in those areas.
Result: After being in the water for a period it became clear that the surge and
sand movement would not allow for these units to remain uncovered and that
eventually the coral fragments would become smothered by sand. The project
was scrapped as a more tried and true method was discovered when additional
research was conducted.
Marine Park Ranger Maitz researched and did a short report on BIOROCK©.
BioRock Technology, or mineral accretion technology is a method that uses safe,
low voltage electrical currents through seawater, causing dissolved minerals to
crystallize on structures, growing into a white limestone similar to that which
naturally makes up coral reefs and tropical white sand beaches. This material
has strength similar to concrete. It can be used to make solid artificial reefs on
which corals grow at very rapid rates. The change in the environment produced
by electrical currents accelerates formation and growth of both chemical
limestone rock and the skeletons of corals and other shell-bearing organisms.
The system consists essentially of a form made of steel mesh, anchored to the
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sea floor and supplied with a constant stream of electricity from an onshore
source. This calcium carbonate is the perfect base for coral recruitment. The
benefits of BIOROCK© are that coral grows faster and are more resilient to
adverse effects of the environment for example bleaching.
A funding request has gone in to the BEST funds which is a very competitive
fund as it is open to all overseas territories of European Union countries vying for
a set amount of funds.
Project: Habitat assessment in area of proposed Nustar Jetty
Motivation: Since Nustar has publicized the plans for a new jetty in the area of
Schotsenhoek, they have hired the EIA team from the firm Royal Haskoning to
do an environmental impact assessment in the area. STENAPA had agreed to
accompany their divers and provide what was termed as local expertise during
the days that they were diving.
CH:
video transects from boat with RH team – Thursday June 30
(all day), Monday July 4th, all day)
JB + CH:
diving with Royal Haskoning Team – Saturday, July 2nd (all day),
Sunday, July 3rd (all day)
Project: Marine Life Survey of Chien Tong and STENAPA wrecks

Figure 2 Doing quadrats on Chien Tong Wreck
Figure 3 Transect dive next to barge at STENAPA reef

Motivation: Because the proposed location of a new jetty in the area just north of
Smoke Alley would situate it within meters of two popular and well established
wreck sites, and with regards to the uncertainty of the extent of the impact such a
structure and its construction would cause to the marine life at these sites, it was
decided to conduct a survey to ascertain what exactly is present at these
locations in terms of substrate and species.
Activities: Transect surveys were conducted to document all species present at
the two wreck sites. Transects were done on top, on the vertical sides of and on
either side of each wreck. Transects were 20 meters long each and 5 meters in
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width. Each diver was responsible for surveying the area on one side of the
transect. 30 transects were completed in total and 24 quadrats were also done in
order to have a good but random sample of the substrate at these two wreck
sites.
Because the nature of these surveys called for a familiarity with fish species both
adult and juvenile and coral species which are very varied, three persons only
were utilized for this project, Anna Maitz (AM), Jessica Berkel (JB) and the
Marine Park rangers’ assistant Coral Hines(CH). Extensive study of reef fish and
coral species were undertaken before, during and after these dives as it is
impossible to be familiar with all species especially where coral is concerned.
Surveys started on August 9th with a quadrat practice the day before at Blind
Shoal and ended on September 6th. A comprehensive report has been written by
Coral Hines and is available for review. It was incomplete as per the end of 2011
because two comparison dive sites were selected in the second proposed
location of the new jetty. The same situation prevails whereby the new jetty and
its construction may prove harmful to the dive sites Aquarium and Doobie’s
Crack which are located to the north of the existing jetty. Aquarium was surveyed
by Anna Maitz and Coral Hines but the survey of Doobie’s Crack is still pending.
Project: Sand temperature survey of Zeelandia beach during nesting
season

Figure 4 Burying roving logger at
Zeelandia

Figure 5 Burying roving logger at Turtle Beach

Motivation: Because of the very poor hatching success rates of leatherback sea
turtle nests on St. Eustatius over the years, it was decided last year to investigate
the cause. Thanks to an offer from former director Nicole Esteban, the Sea Turtle
Conservation Program received a total of 6 temperature data loggers to be
placed at various locations on the length of Zeelandia beach. Four loggers were
placed in permanent locations and two were to be moved every Monday for the
duration of the nesting season. The loggers were placed on July 22nd and
remained in place for the rest of 2011. 2 of the 6 loggers went missing during the
season due to tidal surge. The remainder will be returned to Nicole at Swansea
University in 2012 for data download and analysis.
3 persons were involved in this project namely J. Berkel, A. Maitz and C. Hines.
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Project: In-Water turtle surveys
Motivation: population and distribution assessment of the foraging aggregations
of sea turtles in the Statia National Marine Park, replication of 2008 study
conducted by Julia Smith (intern)
Activities: A total of 37 in-water survey dives were made replicating as much as
possible the 2008 survey. One person was on the boat as surface support and
driver, 2 persons in the water on SCUBA following a specific heading. The dive
lasted 40 minutes and all turtles observed and their behavior was recorded on
special data sheets. Start and end points of the dive were recorded on GPS. The
first dive was on February 15 and the last on 20 July. Through experience, it has
been decided to more evenly distribute the dives between the Atlantic side of the
island and the Caribbean side. As well as more evenly distribute survey dives
inside the reserves and those conducted outside.
Anna Maitz has produced a report of the result of the survey with comparison to
the previous survey results. The report is available on request.

Table 1 Effort for in-water turtle survey dives

Diver
Jessica Berkel
Anna Maitz
Nadio Spanner
MP Intern JP
MP Intern CH
STCP Intern AN
Volunteer

Total dives
1
10
9
11
17
10
19

Hours in water
0.40
6.6
6
7.3
11.3
6.6
12.6

Hours driving
2
18
11
0
0
0
0

12 persons

37 dives

50.8 man hours

31 man hours
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Project: Beach mapping

Figure 6 Setting up theodolyte at stake #25 on Zeelandia beach

Motivation: Get a long term record of the sand movement on the main sea turtle
nesting beach, Zeelandia.
As an important part of the Sea Turtle Conservation program, beach mapping is
conducted three times a year in order to measure sand movement and erosion
on Zeelandia which is the main nesting beach for sea turtles on St. Eustatius.
Beach mapping was done by JB, AM and AN on April 19 and completed on April
21. This particular session stretched over two days due to truck issues.
On 07 July the second beach mapping survey was conducted by JB, AM, AN and
CH. The last beach mapping survey was carried out on 10 October and was
done by JB, AM, CH and AN.
The beach mapping exercises require 4 persons in order to finish in a timely
fashion. It is a very time consuming job and towards the end the sand and the
beach becomes extremely hot the later it gets. So an effort is made to finish
quickly. Several measurements have to be taken at all 70 stakes, photographs
need to be taken, the theodolyte needs to be set up and focused at every 5th
stake so it all takes a while.
A report has been written by Anna Najbar containing a comparison of Zeelandia
beach profiles from 2006 to 2011 and is available upon request.
Total beach mapping hours: 10 hours
Total for report: Minimum of 35 hours
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Project: Lionfish Control

Figure 7 Lionfish caught in a single dive at Doobie's Crack

Motivation: Since the arrival of lionfish in local waters in October of 2010, an
effort has been made to control the numbers on the reefs. Lionfish are voracious
eaters, ambush predators and unfamiliar to Atlantic reef fish and therefore pose a
threat to commercially important fish populations and by extension the local
fishery and dive industry. The females release approx. 30.000 eggs every two or
three months so they can easily and quickly dominate the local reef fish
population if left undisturbed.
Activities: Upon receiving a report from the dive shops and fishermen, MP staff
tried to go out as soon as possible afterwards to remove the fish from the water.
In the beginning this was not done quickly enough for the dive shops so there
was a bit of tension there. Also sometimes when we went to the site the fish
would be gone and we were unable to locate it. And the success rate with the
nets was not very high as it was near impossible to get the larger specimens into
the nets. We have since received permission to purchase and utilize the proper
equipment. The removal time for the Lion fish has been reduced to an average of
10 minutes. The nets are now obsolete and only Lion Fish Removal devices are
used.
Results: Total observed: 192 Total caught: 103

Figure 8 Jessica and Anna dissect the fish to examine stomach contents

Marine Park staff members, JB and AM, conduct research on the lion fish that
are caught in order to have a record of the size, gender, stomach content and
location where caught. We have noticed so far that there are more lion fish
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observed/reported in the Northern Reserve than in the south. The size of the fish
encountered has increased rapidly and we are evidently in another stage of the
invasion as we are finding smaller ones again. The data is available for review.
SEA TURTLE CONSERVATION PROGRAM

Figure 9 Anna Najbar records the results of a nest excavation

Anna Najbar, sea turtle intern arrived on Sunday, March 20th.
This year was a very slow year for sea turtle nesting on the island.
The first turtle track appeared on March 27 and was made by a Leatherback.
There was enough of a disturbance and covering in the sand for it to be
considered a “probable lay” but after much digging there were no eggs found.
There was no other leatherback activity for the 2011 season. At the end of July
and beginning of August, 9 hard shell activities were recorded at Zeelandia
beach.
Night patrols were cancelled in early September as it meant a lot of energy being
expended on the beaches and a lot of time back with no results. Morning track
surveys were carried out every morning on Zeelandia beach and once a week on
other nesting beaches such as Lynch Beach, Crooks/Kay Bay and Schotsenhoek
bay. Since then, although all beaches are being checked, there has been only
minimal activity. Not enough to warrant reinstating nightly patrols. Some old
nests from early in the year (the end of the 2010 season) were uncovered by
wave action and the nest contents examined for inclusion in this season’s report.
One of the accomplishments for the program this year is the completion of the
Beach Mapping report by turtle intern Anna Najbar. It is an analysis of the years
of data that have been accumulating from 2002 until present. The beach
mapping report incorporates all the years of beach mapping for comparison and
to find a trend in sand movement and erosion, if any. Unfortunately, in the earlier
years data was not recorded meticulously or even in a legible manner. There are
enormous gaps in the data from the earlier years.
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The sea turtle program assistant at first assisted with the dive work in the Marine
Park then spent the majority of time at the Botanical Gardens assisting the
ranger with her work after conducting morning track surveys.
ENFORCEMENT AND VIOLATIONS
Additional patrols were made possible due a small subsidy from LVV to cover
fisheries monitoring. Without this, fuel costs would be too much to conduct the
patrols. Random days of the week were chosen in order for violators to be unable
to detect a pattern of patrol dates.
Patrols started on February 1st and are ongoing. Patrols are conducted outside of
office hours when violators would assume that the office is closed and the patrol
boat is on the mooring. Patrols can be anywhere from 2 hours to 5 hours
depending on the areas being patrolled.

February
01 NS + KW (tue)
05 AM + JP (sat)
07 JB + KW (mon)
10 NS + AM (thu)
16 JB + JP (wed)
20 NS + KW (sun)

March
01 AM + JP (tue)
04 NS + JB (fri)
12 AM + JB (sat)
15 AM + JP (tue)
23 JB + KW (land)
27 AM + NS (sun)

April
14 NS + AM (thu)
17 NS + AM (sun)

May
04 AM + CH (pm)
07 JB + AM (sat)
10 NS + CH (tue)
12 AM + JB (thu)
16 NS + AN (mon)
24 JB + AM (tue)
28 CH + NS (sat)

June
09 NS + CH N
14 NS + CH atlant
20 JB + CH sth
27 JB + CH sth

July
05 AM + CH sth
11 NS + vol sth
13 AM + CH atlant
13 NS + CH sth
20 JB + AM atlant
26 JB + AM sth

August
17 JB + NS sth
18 NS + JB sth
25 NS + CH sth
30 NS + AM gen

September
01 All staff sth
06 AM + CH gen
Boat out awhile!!

October
05 NS + CH Sth
09 JB + AM N+Sth
12 AM + CH Sth
19JB+NSth/Gen
30 AM + CH
N= Northern reserve, Sth- Southern Reserve, Gen-General use area, AtlantAtlantic Ocean
There were a few incidents involving fishermen in 2011. Of particular note was
the fisherman Noel Gibbs (bka Sophie) who was caught several times fishing in
the reserves. However Mr. Gibbs tended to get verbally abusive and hostile with
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Marine Park staff and the matter was turned over to the prosecutor for further
pursuance but as yet nothing has come out of it.
Several communications are on file concerning incidents with Mr. Gibbs who to
this day continues to violate the rules of the park.
In late October the newest complaint from the fishermen was that STENAPA was
constantly moving the boundary markers and this was causing confusion as to
where they should place their traps. Luckily we have the photos and
documentation to show that moving the boundaries either requires colossal
strength or a vessel more than a few times the size of the Blue Runner.

Figure 10 GPS used to mark fish trap location

Figure 11 Google reproduction of fish trap location

Although we do not receive any follow-up from the prosecutor’s office, we
continue to take GPS coordinates, create maps on Google earth and write up
violation reports. This is in the event that one day, the repeat violators of Marine
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Park regulations will have to stand up in court and defend their actions. We will
then have reports, statements and photographs to back up what we are claiming.
At the end of the year the Dutch Coast guard pledged to increase patrols around
Statia and in particular the Reserve areas.
The Marine Park manager is strongly recommending and making a priority of the
fact that the reserves, in particular the Southern Reserve must be more clearly
marked instead of just being marked on the corners of the boundary.
The recommendation includes using buoys of the style utilized in the Bonaire
National Marine Park. Those buoys are essentially 6” pvc pipes filled for a third
with concrete and sealed off at both ends. They are painted bright yellow to be as
obvious as possible and stick up out of the water so that they can be seen from
afar.
Also instead of using only rope for a down line, I would like to use first chain to a
certain depth which will easier withstand getting caught in a propeller than rope
and also to have the chain to such a depth that the rope that it is linked to is out
of reach of a vandal’s knife.

Figure 12 pvc pipe "buoy" used elsewhere

DIVE SITES
Although it was decided that due to personnel issues and increasing research
activity the mooring maintenance schedule would go back to three times per
year, the rate at which the lines were being fouled, forced us to still clean them
four times a year. There were cleaning cycles in January, April, July and October.
Lines also had to be replaced this year primarily due to boat collisions.
Dive site #4 had to be replaced in January due to chafing
Dive site #10 was replaced in May (worn rope)
Dive site #14 replaced in March (worn rope)
Dive site #16 replaced in January (worn rope)
Dive site #17 replaced in January (missing)
Dive site #21 replaced in September
Dive site #22 replaced in August
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The Marker Buoy in the Charles Brown area went missing and was replaced on
18 January.
Reserve Marker buoy south was replaced on 01 September as it had to be
replaced late last year because it was missing entirely. This one is at 31 meters.
Table 2 Dive mooring maintenance in 2011

1. Drop Off East
2. Drop Off West
3. Grand Canyon / Off The Wall
4. The Cliffs / Down South
5. Coral Gardens
6. Mushroom Gardens
7. The Humps
8. Valley of the Sponges
9. Five Fingers North
10. Five Fingers South
11. Ledges
12. Anchor Reef
13. The Blocks
14. Hangover
15. Anchor Point South
15a. Anchor Point West
16. Anchor Point North
17. Twin Peaks
18. Barracuda Reef
19. Nursing Station
20. Blair’s Reef
21. Crooks Castle
22. Triple Wreck
23. Double Wreck
24. Stingray
25. STENAPA Reef
25A. Chien Tong
26. Doobies Crack
27. Outer Jenkins Bay
28. Twin Sisters
29. Gibraltar
30. The Charles L. Brown
31. Blue Bead Hole
32. Aquarium
Blind Shoal -SNORKEL
Twelve Guns - SNORKEL
Inner Jenkins Bay - SNORKEL

Yellow = replaced

Red = no buoy

3-Jan-11
14-Feb-11
10-Jan-11

14-Apr-11
18-May-11
12-Apr-11

5-Jul-11
17-Aug-11
11-Jul-11

18-Oct-11
21-Sep-11
26-Aug-11

31-Oct-11
21-Sep-11
21-Sep-11

14-Nov-11

18-Jan-11
17-Jan-11
24-May-11

31-May-11
15-Mar-11
20-Sep-11

25-Aug-11
16-May-11

19-Oct-11
25-Aug-11

28-Dec-11
26-Aug-11

29-Dec-11

11-Jan-11
16-Feb-11
1-Feb-11
11-Jan-11
12-Jan-11
13-Jan-11
25-Jan-11
6-Jan-11
10-Jan-11
13-Jan-11
26-Jan-11
18-Jan-11
1-Feb-11
18-Jan-11
2-Feb-11

30-May-11
31-May-11
1-Jun-11
5-May-11
28-Mar-11
7-Apr-11
28-Apr-11
10-Jan-11
25-Jan-11
7-Apr-11
4-May-11
9-May-11
30-May-11
21-Apr-11
14-Apr-11

26-Aug-11
19-Sep-11
8-Jun-11
31-May-11
18-Apr-11
7-Jun-11
20-Sep-11
7-Apr-11
9-May-11
12-Apr-11
6-Jul-11
18-Oct-11
1-Sep-11
10-May-11
30-Aug-11

31-Aug-11
27-Jul-11
31-Aug-11
20-Sep-11
20-Sep-11
18-Oct-11
8-May-11
22-Sep-11
5-Jul-11
26-Aug-11
1-Nov-11

18-Oct-11

9-Nov-11

30-Aug-11
18-Oct-11

18-Oct-11

25-Jan-11
19-Jan-11

12-May-11
19-Jan-11

29-Jun-11
19-Apr-11

18-Jul-11
21-Jun-11

18-Oct-11
Oct 25-11

26-Jan-11
28-Jan-11
7-Apr-11
8-Feb-11

9-Jun-11
26-May-11
17-May-11
30-May-11

8-Nov-11
8-Nov-11
17-May-11
17-Sep-11

1-Feb-11
18-Jan-11
21-May-11

24-May-11
6-Jul-11
21-Oct-11

30-May-11
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29-Nov-11

21-Sep-11
4-Oct-11

24-Nov-11
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19-Dec-11

The amount of dive tags sold is shown below because Marine Park personnel are responsible for
preparing them for the dive shops. The marine park intern is responsible for applying the numbers
to the tags by hand.

Single Scubaqua
Single Golden Rock
Year Scubaqua
Year Golden Rock
Total

No. Sold
153
378
201
314
1046

Amount
918
2292
6000
9420
18630

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
All 13 dive tanks were sent to Scubaqua for maintenance on June 15th. All but
one passed inspection and that one was repaired by Scubaqua. Marine Park
staff was advised to bring them in again in October for a repeat inspection.
The tanks were again taken to Scubaqua in October and all passed inspection.
The water pump that is used for mooring installation had become completely
rusted over and had been sitting in a corner of the work shop for quite some time.
Since the harbor expansion project includes yacht mooring installation, the
Marine Park no longer has to do any of this work. The unused mooring pins
(anchors) that are installed at present will be removed, cleaned and stored at the
Visitor Center.
National Park ranger Spanner has sanded and sprayed the pump, giving it some
new life. He also took it completely apart for maintenance and it is now looking
and working like new, ready to work on removing the sand anchors.
Due to a $10,000.00 grant facilitated by LVV and ELI in the Netherlands
STENAPA was able to purchase materials for the Marine Park.
This material consisted of dive equipment, research dive equipment and mooring
maintenance equipment. Unfortunately the wrong rope was sent and some of the
dive equipment turned out to be faulty. The rope will still be used but it translates
to more time spent on maintenance as this rope is considerably less durable than
the rope we had in previous years and must be checked more frequently for
signs of fraying and unraveling.
ROPE UPDATE October 18, 2011:
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Figure 13 Ends of rope still bound with duct tape

Figure 14 Rope has unravelled after only 7 weeks

The MP manager has decided to in general discontinue the use of the purchased
rope because the line for Reserve marker buoy south which was just put in on
the 1st of September unraveled and the buoy started to drift away. It was reported
to the Marine Park and Ranger Spanner along with Assistant ranger Coral Hines
retrieved it on October 17th in the area of Corre Corre. It had drifted a
considerable distance from where it was originally off White Wall. The entire rope
had unraveled despite being spliced very tightly and reinforced with duct tape
and tie wraps. The marker buoy was only in for approximately 7 weeks.
The BCD’s turned out to be inadequate for the work that we do. They are
extremely flimsy and do not have a sufficient amount of pockets or clips to
accommodate the tools we use in our underwater work. There was a problem
with two of them as the MP manager and Ranger Spanner had difficulties
deflating to descend. This was noticed already on August 9th, when we did our
first test dive with them. They were returned to the Scuba Shop whose staff dove
with them and could find no problem. In the meantime Ranger Maitz’s BCD was
also put up because of the inadequate size and the fact that it kept slipping
around her body while diving.
Additionally the regulators were giving problems as well. When you look up which
you have to do while diving, the regulator really cuts down on the air that you can
breathe in. It is as if the hose becomes blocked. Also there is no dial to regulate
the air flow so Ranger Maitz’s regulator was free flowing into her mouth with no
way to adjust it. JB’s regulator gets completely blocked when looking up and her
octopus free flows all the time and Ranger Spanner’s regulator gave the same
problems. JB has gone back to all her old equipment and Nadio has gone back
to his old BCD. Menno Walther of Scubaqua did some adjustments to two of the
regulators and they are working fine now.
This problem with the equipment can be mitigated by allowing MP staff to have
more input into what is ordered for them in future. This has already been
discussed and agreed upon with the director.
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TRAINING AND WORKSHOPS
JB:
Summary:

Results:

JB + AM:
Summary:

JB:
Summary:

JB:
Summary:

Guadeloupe Jan 24 – 28 Conference on Marine Protected Areas in
the Caribbean (Ticket sponsored by conference STENAPA paid
hotel/per diem)
A variety of topics were discussed such as Socio-economics of an
MPA, financing mechanisms, long term reef health surveys, diver
impacts on reefs, carrying capacity, cooperative agreements
between MPA’s, Marine Mammals, the reintroduction of the
manatee to Guadeloupe and all the press, local interactions etc.
that were necessary to execute the plan and get the public on
board.
A lot of networking opportunities for the participating MPA
managers, a lot of contacts made, and an invitation to the MP
managers of Saba, St. Maarten and St. Eustatius to attend and
assist with the Marine Mammal survey scheduled for the next
month in the Reserve Naturelle of French St. Maarten.
French St. Maarten March 07 – 11 Marine Mammal Survey
(self funded, retroactive ticket compensation LVV)
Participants were taught the Whale watching protocols used by the
Guadeloupe marine mammal research team. Then assisted the
team with marine mammal surveys along transects surrounding the
entire island of St. Maarten. Participants were also taught how to
record acoustics, species identification and what is relevant to
proper data collection.
San Diego, California April 11 – 15 International Sea Turtle
Symposium and WIDECAST annual meeting (self funded)
A week filled with presentations and panel discussions. The MP
Manager learned new techniques and new information especially
with regards to mitigating low leatherback hatching success rates.
Lionfish Seminar on internet, 31 August
MP Manager got new insights in to how other places in the
Caribbean are dealing with their lion fish invasion and what steps
are being taken for research and a solution for the future.

JB + AM + CH: French St. Maarten MPA Managers’ exchange Sep 26 – 29
(Funded by SPAW and French St. Martin MPA)
Summary: This was a networking opportunity to gain insight into research and
management techniques on the islands in close proximity to us. It
was a great forum for discussion of staff issues, enforcement
issues, financing mechanisms and more. The meeting was such a
success that it is scheduled to be repeated next year on Saba.
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JB:
Summary:

AM+KW
Summary:

AM:
Summary:

Mexico Oct 31 – Nov 04 Conference of the Gulf and Caribbean
Fisheries Institute (Funded by GCFI and CaMPAM)
A week long meeting covering Mangroves, marine habitats and
connectivity, lionfish, sustainable fisheries, MPA science and
management, fish spawning aggregations, socio- economics,
conch science and management, lobster fisheries and octopus
fisheries. This included a poster session and a field trip.
Guadeloupe Dec 04 – 08 ITMEMS International Tropical Marine
Ecosystem Management Symposium (ticket self funded,
accommodation funded by DCNA)
Communication, Tropical Marine Ecosystems, Marine Spatial
Planning, Resilient ecosystems, Conflict resolution, monitoring
priority setting, etc.
Guadeloupe Dec 09 – 14 Crime Scene Investigation for Coral reefs
Course (self funded)
Marine contaminants, Marine injury investigations, crime scene and
underwater photography, chain of custody, evidence issues,
coastal activity: fish kills, disturbed turtle nests, ecological risk
assessment, rapid ecological assessments, and much more.
Learning how to assess marine impact/damage to collect the data
in the “correct” way from A to Z and be able to bring it to court and
have a strong case.

JB:
Summary:

Guadeloupe Dec 12–16 MPA Management (Funded by car-SPAW)
Human Resources, revenue generation, proactive management,
planning and budgets, enforcement, maintenance, networking,
socio-economic monitoring, biophysical characteristics of the
Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, threats to the marine
environment of the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, MPA regional
overview, participatory planning, facilitation, conflict management,
stakeholder analysis and engagement, key elements of a good
proposal.
RESULTS: Statia National Marine Park Manager invited to participate in a
mentor role at the next CaMPAM MPA manager training which will
focus on the British islands in the Caribbean.
A delegate from Statia National Marine Park is invited to participate in the 10 day
AGOA sanctuary joint marine mammal monitoring surveys to be
held in March and September of 2012.
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EDUCATION + SCHOOLS
AM:
08 April
Zeelandia school trip 3 hours
17 May
School visit 6 hours
Some marine related Junior Ranger sessions (parts of the boat, etc)
JB:
13 January School visit 6 hours
10 February School visit 6 hours
24 March
School visit 6 hours
19 May
School visit 6 hours
22 June
BroadReach Turtle Talk 45 min
23 June
BroadReach Turtle Talk 45 min
20 October School visit
NS:

20 April
JR I Boat trip
2 hours
12 May
JR II Snorkel trip
2 hours
01 June
JR II Snorkel trip
2 hours
14 July
Summer Club Snorkel trip 2 hours
Boat rides for the after school programs
Meetings & communication
Dive shop meeting

Febr. 15th

Lion fish Skype Conversation

March 18

Fishing areas and boundaries

Oct 21

Attended by all the dive shops,
Roberto Hensen of LVV, ranger
A. Maitz
(Minutes available on request)
Joel Melendez, Puerto Rico univ.
(Resulted in a mentor relationship
and receipt of free LRD’s)
Naldo Redan, A. van Heijnigen,
Monique Brown, Roberto
Hensen, Laurens Duiveman, JB
(benthic survey of western
Southern reserve to determine
practicality of open season in that
area)

PRESS
The Daily Herald, Tuesday, 29 March,

Turtle nesting season starts on St.
Eustatius
The Daily Herald, Monday, 20 June,
Stenapa makes jump off pier much safer
The Daily Herald, Friday, 15 July,
Three pilot whales stranded in Statia
The Daily Herald, Friday, 15 July,
Old ruins partially demolished during
construction of new dock.
There was also an article published on Lion fish.
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BLUE RUNNER PATROL BOAT

Figure 15 Launching Blue Runner after storm has passed

Since its initial trip to St. Maarten in November 2009 for servicing at the Yamaha
boat yard, the Blue Runner has not been back. Due to lack of financing, the trip
was postponed and minor maintenance was performed by Marine Park ranger
Nadio Spanner. A quotation for servicing the engines was solicited from BlueLine
services, a company owned by Mr. Ted Hassel, which came to $275.00.
This is approximately 1/10th of the price normally charged by the Yamaha boat
yard. Due to lack of finances to purchase some parts, the boat had still not been
serviced when the year ended.
Blue Runner
Out:
24 July
08 September

In:
17 August
19 September

Reason:
Tropical Storm Emily and maintenance
Tropical Storm Maria

When the boat is taken out, the engines are flushed with fresh water, the wiring,
spark plugs, filters and fuses are checked.
Since late 2009, the T-top was damaged on the Blue Runner and had to be
replaced but after waiting over a year and enduring a dispute as to which
company was responsible for replacing it, the T-top was sent to a local welder to
be repaired and it was remounted on the Patrol boat on 27 January, 2011.
It is essential to have some shade on the boat while out patrolling or working as
surface support for divers in the water. Not only for protection from the sun but
also from the rain.
The Blue Runner was also not certified in 2011 as the harbor had issued the park
with a requirement list that again due to a lack of material was not fulfilled.
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DINGHY MAINTENANCE
The dinghy gave us a lot of trouble this year with the engine cutting off frequently.
Several times the cause was water in the fuel which had to be strained and
separated. The dinghy also did a lot more work this year as it had to be utilized
daily to get to dive sites when the boat was out of the water.
In September and October the dinghy really started to work terribly. It would be
easy to get the engine started but then as you put it in gear it would cut off. It
sometimes cut off up to five times before you could make it out of the harbor.
It also was running very unsteadily, running very slowly when at full throttle and
sometimes suddenly speeding up when you were running it slowly.
For that reason we started to leave it on the mooring and just bring the Blue
Runner in to the pier. The dive shops had requested that we do not leave it
parked at the harbor in order to leave space for them to accommodate loading
and unloading of their clients. It was decided to leave it tied up alongside the Sea
Rescue boat if it was needed for a dive in the afternoon.
It was checked repeatedly by Ranger Spanner, the carburetor was cleaned,
spark plugs were changed, the wiring was checked, fuel was filtered manually
but nothing seemed to be helping the problem.
Maintenance:
22 March, 27 June, every week in September and October.
REFUELING
Blue Runner, 28 February, 19 May, 14 June, 1st week of July, 21 July, 03
October, 13 December
MARINE RELATED FAMILY FRIDAYS
Date:
21 January
25 February
04 March
19 March
08 April
06 May
17 June
23 June
08 July
05 August
09 September
18 November

Event:
Zeelandia Beach Clean (17 bags filled – 105 kg + oil drum)
Snorkel/Island Trip departing volunteer group
Zeelandia access barricades and beautification
Zeelandia Beach Clean (20.5kg + engine parts + barrel)
Complete Zeelandia beach barriers
Zeelandia Beach Clean (7 bags + loose garbage – 87.25kg)
Conch shell removal from blue jetty area
BroadReach beach clean (4 bags – 34kg)
Zeelandia Beach Clean (9 bags filled – 81.5kg)
Zeelandia Beach Clean (19 bags filled – 96 kg)
Zeelandia Beach Clean (22 bags – 137kg + 1 toilet + nets)
Zeelandia Beach Clean (12 bags – 76.5 kg)
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